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Aug 15, 2014 . Or is there any convertion tool to convert v2i image to something else like the v2i
image using Norton Ghost, and rebuild an ISO afterwards.Oct 29, 2010 . I am trying to convert a
ghost image file of a drive to a VMware disk image. I am following the command found here and
get the following error . During a recent case, we received a set of 4 compressed/split Norton
Ghost to read GHO files (confirmed with TechSupport) and create images in .v2i format.. Use the
following command line to convert the GHO into a VMware VMDK file.Dec 5, 2011 . So, don't
use windows backup, use Norton Ghost to make sure that. There is no way to convert *.gho to
*.v2i or any workaround except this.V2I file: Norton Ghost Virtual Volume Image. Read here
what the V2I file is, and what application you need to open or convert it. Disk Image. Aug 10,
2009 . I don't know that you can convert a .gho, but you should explore the options you have in
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image using Norton Ghost, and rebuild an ISO afterwards.Oct 29, 2010 . I am trying to convert a
ghost image file of a drive to a VMware disk image. I am following the command found here and
get the following error . During a recent case, we received a set of 4 compressed/split Norton
Ghost to read GHO files (confirmed with TechSupport) and create images in .v2i format.. Use the
following command line to convert the GHO into a VMware VMDK file.Dec 5, 2011 . So, don't
use windows backup, use Norton Ghost to make sure that. There is no way to convert *.gho to
*.v2i or any workaround except this.V2I file: Norton Ghost Virtual Volume Image. Read here
what the V2I file is, and what application you need to open or convert it. Disk Image. Aug 10,
2009 . I don't know that you can convert a .gho, but you should explore the options you have in
Ghost for exporting. I haven't used Ghost in years, and . Ghost is a disk cloning and backup tool
originally developed by Murray Haszard in 1995 for. . It uses a totally different code base, based
on the DriveImage/V2i Protector product via Symantec′. Dec 10, 2013 . I booted the Norton
Ghost 15 CD and made a backup, not realizing I had. I was able to even convert the v2i file for
the C-drive to a Vmware . The v2i file is related to Norton Ghost backup solution for Windows.
The v2i file contains disk image. How to convert file with extension V2I: Currently there is no .
Jan 8, 2014 . In this video I go over the steps to convert an image of a physical machine taken
using Ghost into a virtual machine in VMware ESXi 5.X.
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image using Norton Ghost, and rebuild an ISO afterwards.Oct 29, 2010 . I am trying to convert a
ghost image file of a drive to a VMware disk image. I am following the command found here and
get the following error . During a recent case, we received a set of 4 compressed/split Norton
Ghost to read GHO files (confirmed with TechSupport) and create images in .v2i format.. Use the
following command line to convert the GHO into a VMware VMDK file.Dec 5, 2011 . So, don't
use windows backup, use Norton Ghost to make sure that. There is no way to convert *.gho to
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Aug 15, 2014 . Or is there any convertion tool to convert v2i image to something else like the v2i
image using Norton Ghost, and rebuild an ISO afterwards.Oct 29, 2010 . I am trying to convert a
ghost image file of a drive to a VMware disk image. I am following the command found here and
get the following error . During a recent case, we received a set of 4 compressed/split Norton
Ghost to read GHO files (confirmed with TechSupport) and create images in .v2i format.. Use the
following command line to convert the GHO into a VMware VMDK file.Dec 5, 2011 . So, don't
use windows backup, use Norton Ghost to make sure that. There is no way to convert *.gho to
*.v2i or any workaround except this.V2I file: Norton Ghost Virtual Volume Image. Read here
what the V2I file is, and what application you need to open or convert it. Disk Image. Aug 10,
2009 . I don't know that you can convert a .gho, but you should explore the options you have in
Ghost for exporting. I haven't used Ghost in years, and . Ghost is a disk cloning and backup tool
originally developed by Murray Haszard in 1995 for. . It uses a totally different code base, based
on the DriveImage/V2i Protector product via Symantec′. Dec 10, 2013 . I booted the Norton
Ghost 15 CD and made a backup, not realizing I had. I was able to even convert the v2i file for
the C-drive to a Vmware . The v2i file is related to Norton Ghost backup solution for Windows.
The v2i file contains disk image. How to convert file with extension V2I: Currently there is no .
Jan 8, 2014 . In this video I go over the steps to convert an image of a physical machine taken
using Ghost into a virtual machine in VMware ESXi 5.X.
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